Places, directions, & buildings (4-5)
Word-family map

- capital
  - capital's
  - capitals'
  - capitals
- state capital
  - national capital
  - capital city
  - capital letter
- decapitalization
  - decapitalize
  - decapitalizes
  - decapitalized
  - decapitalizing
- capitalism
  - capitalist
  - capitalization
  - capitalize
  - capitalizes
  - capitalized
  - capitalizing
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- position
  - positions
  - positioned
  - positioning
  - positioner
  - positional
  - positionally
- preposition
- transposition
- juxtaposition

in position
out of position
well-positioned
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terminate

terminates
terminated

interminable
interminably
exterminator
exterminate
exterminates
exterminated
exterminating

terminator
terminus
termination
terminal
terminally

train terminal
bus terminal
terminally ill
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**Places, directions, & buildings (4-5)**

**Multiple-meaning-word map**

- **property**: something that someone owns (n)
  - a building and the land that goes with it (n)
  - the way a substance behaves under certain conditions (n)

- **Chemical reactions form new substances with different properties.** Sometimes the substances have the property of being a gas at room temperature. *(Handbook of chemical investigations)*

- **Like firefighters, police officers are community emergency workers.** They protect people, their belongings, and their property from crimes. *(Police, firefighter, paramedics)*

- **Now, a country has the right to take back treasures that were removed from it without permission, especially if the property is important to the history of the country.** *(Ancient sculptures: Greece & Britain)*
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Places, directions, & buildings (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

The king traveled with his Queen, his knights, squires, and other members of his **court**. *(A medieval feast)*

**a royal family and the people who live or work with them** *(n)*

**a place to play basketball or racket sports** *(n)*

And then the Zippers basketball team was on the **court** again, and Carrie and Ina and Glen began to yell and scream while the team fought for their last chance to come back in the game. *(Carrie)*

**a place where judges and lawyers deal with legal matters** *(n)*

The governor set up a special **court**. The **court** would hold trials for the witches. The **court** had seven judges. *(Salem witch trials)*